Manipulation of Nanoscale Intergranular Phases for High Proton Conduction and Decomposition Tolerance in BaCeO₃ Polycrystals
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ABSTRACT: In many ion-conducting polycrystalline oxides, grain boundaries are generally accepted as rate-limiting obstacles to rapid ionic diffusion, often resulting in overall sluggish transport. Consequently, based on a precise understanding of the structural and compositional features at grain boundaries, systematic control of the polycrystalline microstructure is a key factor to achieve better ionic conduction performance. In this study, we clarify that a nanometer-thick amorphous phase at most grain boundaries in proton-conducting BaCeO₃ polycrystals is responsible for substantial retardation of proton migration and moreover is very reactive with water and carbon dioxide gas. By a combination of atomic-scale chemical analysis and physical imaging, we demonstrate that highly densified BaCeO₃ polycrystals free of a grain-boundary amorphous phase can be easily fabricated by a conventional ceramic process and show sufficiently high proton conductivity together with significantly improved chemical stability. These findings emphasize the value of direct identification of intergranular phases and subsequent manipulation of their distribution in ion-conducting oxide polycrystals.
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Since the first reports on the high-temperature proton conduction behavior discovered in SrCeO₃ in the early 1980s, a substantial amount of works on the perovskite-type proton-conducting oxides have been carried out to elucidate the incorporation process of protons during hydration, the conduction mechanism and path in the lattice, and the correlation between vacancies and dopants from a defect chemical viewpoint. Although initial studies largely dealt with SrCeO₃, a notable report in 1988 on the significantly high proton conductivity in BaCeO₃ led to many relevant follow-up research to the Ba-based perovskites. As a result, a variety of electrolyte membrane applications at elevated temperatures have been proposed in solid-oxide fuel cells, in steam chemical cell reactors for methane conversion to versatile electrodes. However, because of the enormously high sintering temperature, usually more than 1600 °C to obtain a dense microstructure, BaZrO₃ polycrystals are not compatible with the relatively lower processing temperature of materials for electrodes.

Highly resistive grain boundaries, compared with bulk grains, are another significant shortcoming that should be overcome in the Ba-based perovskites to achieve sufficient conduction performance. Including solid solutions with multiple cations, the development of micron-scale thin films, the fabrication of textured and epitaxially oriented films by pulsed laser deposition, and even the suggestion of completely new perovskite composition, for example, SmNiO₃ several notable experimental methods have been proposed over the past decade to overcome the major barriers encountered with perovskite proton conductors. Although significant performance leaps have been achieved in thin-film technologies and crucial insights into alternative ways of fabrication have been presented, control of polycrystalline microstructure on the basis of the conventional ceramic technique is still a key process to manufacture oxide electrolyte membranes at a large scale.
In this work, we show that dense BaCeO$_3$ polycrystals presenting both significantly reduced grain-boundary impedance and notably enhanced tolerance to decomposition can be fabricated via a traditional sintering process. Focusing on BaCeO$_3$ doped with trivalent acceptor cations (Ba-Ce$_{1−x}$M$_x$O$_{3−δ}$ where $M$ = Dy, Gd, Sm, Y), we first clarify that nanoscale Ba-excess intergranular amorphous phases are present at most grain boundaries in sintered polycrystals. By using two straightforward experimental approaches, we successfully demonstrate that polycrystalline samples consisting of intergranular-phase-free grain boundaries reveal remarkable improvements of both proton conduction and chemical stability under CO$_2$- and H$_2$O-rich environments. Reopening a new possibility of BaCeO$_3$ utilization for dense electrolytes fabricated via a simple ceramic process by sintering, the findings in the present study highlight that suppressing intergranular amorphous phases at grain boundaries together with the highly densified microstructure is a key challenge to attain notable proton conduction and phase stability against decomposition at the same time.

During the scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) observation, we could easily identify the presence of a thin secondary phase exhibiting a different image contrast at most grain boundaries in polycrystalline BaCe$_{1−x}$M$_x$O$_{3−δ}$ (M = Dy, Gd, Sm, Y). Figure 1a shows the typical polycrystalline microstructure of BaCe$_{0.9}$Dy$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ sintered at 1400 °C. As indicated by arrows in both high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) and bright-field (BF) images, a thin intergranular phase is readily recognizable. When grain boundaries in sintered samples were scrutinized by STEM at higher magnification, two notable structural features could be found. One is that the thickness of intergranular layers is in a somewhat wide range, varying from a few nanometers up to several tens of nanometers, as exemplified in a set of HAADF images in Figure 1b. Therefore, the amount of the secondary phase at grain boundaries does not appear to be negligible although it is difficult to precisely quantify merely by STEM observation. The other important aspect is that the intergranular layers are amorphous. As can be seen in Figure 1b, the amorphous nature of the layers is observable in HAADF images. BF images also clearly verify the amorphous state of the intergranular layers, showing a short-range structural order at an angstrom scale (also see Figure S1 in Supporting Information).

It should be noted that such an intergranular phase is also identified even in pristine BaCeO$_3$ polycrystals sintered at 1400 °C despite the stoichiometric cation composition of Ba/Ce = 1. Consequently, the presence of a secondary amorphous phase does not pertain to the addition of acceptors but appears to stem from the intrinsic phase relation of BaCeO$_3$ as a thermodynamically stable configuration. We thus carried out chemical composition analyses on both intergranular amorphous phases and bulk grains to understand the phase equilibrium and resultant formation of second phases. Figure 2a shows the chemical maps of Ba and Ce for a triple junction region obtained in pristine BaCeO$_3$ by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). As demonstrated in the HAADF image in the left-hand column, a ~20 nm thick intergranular phase is present at all three grain boundaries as well as in the junction. This set of EDS maps directly indicates that the intergranular phase is significantly Ce-deficient while a Ba X-ray signal is sufficiently detected in the map. Very consistent EDS results are also verified in BaCe$_{0.9}$Dy$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ and BaCe$_{0.9}$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ samples (see Figure S2), revealing that the thin second phase observed at grain boundaries in each of the samples is a Ba-rich amorphous oxide.

Another noticeable finding on the chemical composition originates from the bulk. Figure 2b presents a set of atomic-column-resolved EDS maps acquired from a bulk grain in the [100] projection in a BaCe$_{0.9}$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ sample. Note that Ba and Ce columns are not distinguishable in the HAADF image, because their atomic numbers $(Z)$ do not significantly differ with each other $(Z_{Ba} = 56$ and $Z_{Ce} = 58$). In contrast, the atomic-scale EDS maps clearly discriminate each of the columns for Ba and Ce (blue and red maps, respectively) and furthermore clarify that most Gd dopants are substituted for Ce (yellow map), as intended from the initial composition. A more important but unexpected aspect in Figure 2b is that a substantial Ce signal beyond the background noise is detectable at the Ba sites, as indicated by a white arrow in the Ce map, whereas no significant Ba signal comes from the Ce sites. An additional set of EDS maps for the BaCe$_{0.9}$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ sample is provided in Supporting Figure S3 for verification. In addition, this Ce intermixing into the Ba sites is consistently observed in pristine BaCeO$_3$, as well (see Figure S4), representing that the mixed occupancy by Ce is a thermodynamically favorable configuration at elevated temperature. On the basis of our quantitative analysis by the acquisition of sufficient X-ray signals from more than five grains in each sample (see Experimental details in Supporting Information), the Ce concentration at the Ba site was determined to be 3−5% for each sample (see Figure S5).

Along with the STEM images provided in Figure 1, the two sets of EDS results shown in Figure 2a,b prove that BaCeO$_3$ has a small degree of Ce occupancy at the Ba site. Consequently, if...
the starting composition is set to be $\text{Ba}/\text{Ce} = 1$ to fabricate polycrystalline $\text{BaCeO}_3$, this always leads to Ba-site-excess (or $A$-site-excess) nonstoichiometry, thereby resulting in the formation of Ba-rich secondary phases. In addition to the STEM and EDS analyses, the phase diagram between $\text{BaO}$ and $\text{CeO}_2$ consistently indicates the presence of a substantial amount of Ba-excess amorphous phase, although this diagram was fairly roughly determined in 1971.\textsuperscript{35} The yellow shadow denotes the narrow two-phase region explaining the existence of a Ba-rich liquid phase in the microstructure. (d) Two distinct methods are suggested to suppress the formation of an amorphous phase and thereby to achieve the intergranular-phase-free microstructure by simple sintering, as schematically depicted in the left panel.

The large blue point in the magnified phase diagram on the right-hand side in Figure 2d schematically represents the virtual composition of our samples.

It is generally accepted that grain boundaries in polycrystalline $\text{BaCeO}_3$, this always leads to Ba-site-excess (or A-site-excess) nonstoichiometry, thereby resulting in the formation of Ba-rich secondary phases. In addition to the STEM and EDS analyses, the phase diagram between $\text{BaO}$ and $\text{CeO}_2$ consistently indicates the presence of a substantial amount of Ba-excess amorphous phase, although this diagram was fairly roughly determined in 1971.\textsuperscript{35} As denoted by a yellow shadow in Figure 2c, the compositional width of the two-phase region consisting of liquid-$\text{BaCeO}_3$ is considerably narrow. As a result, even a small degree of Ba-site-cation-excess nonstoichiometry can induce the formation of a significant amount of a liquid phase, based on the well-known lever rule applied to a two-phase region in a binary phase diagram. The large blue point in the magnified phase diagram on the right-hand side in Figure 2d schematically represents the virtual composition of our samples.
consideration, as shown in Figure S5. The second method is to postanneal the samples having intergranular amorphous phases at lower temperature. This approach is equivalent to a vertically downward shift of the blue point out of the liquid−BaCeO$_3$ two-phase region in order to avoid the formation of a liquid phase, as indicated by an orange arrow. Although postannealing at lower temperature leads the overall phase equilibrium into another two-phase region of BaO−BaCeO$_3$, the influence of the secondary BaO phase on the grain-boundary conduction is expected to be marginal, as the amount of this phase should be remarkably reduced on the basis of the lever rule in the BaO−BaCeO$_3$ two-phase region.

For the first approach, 5%-Ba-deficient Ba$_{0.95}$Ce$_{0.9}$M$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ samples doped with 10% acceptors (M = Dy, Gd, Sm, Y) were sintered at 1400 °C for 5 h. Figure 3a exemplifies the typical microstructure of Ba$_{0.95}$Ce$_{0.9}$Dy$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ acquired in STEM. A highly densified polycrystalline microstructure showing no intergranular phases is easily observed in the figures. Atomic-level HAADF images in Figure 3b also confirm that grain boundaries and triple junctions are free of amorphous phases. When the STEM images shown in Figure 1a,b are compared with those in Figures 3a,b, it is readily recognized that the 5%-Ba-deficient composition adjustment is very effective to suppress the formation of intergranular amorphous phases in excellent agreement with the phase equilibrium from the phase diagram. In addition, atomic-column-resolved EDS maps obtained in Ba$_{0.95}$Ce$_{0.9}$Dy$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ (blue curves), where M = Dy, Gd, Sm, Y.

Figure 3. Control of Ba-deficient nonstoichiometry (Method 1). (a) Both HAADF and corresponding BF STEM images show the typical polycrystalline structure of well-densified Ba$_{0.95}$Ce$_{0.9}$Dy$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ without intergranular amorphous phases. (b) At a higher magnification in HAADF mode, grain boundaries are clearly confirmed to be free of thin amorphous layers, showing direct grain−grain contacts, as denoted by yellow broken lines. (c) Notably reduced grain-boundary impedance is consistently measured in all of Ba-deficient Ba$_{0.95}$Ce$_{0.9}$M$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ (red curves), compared with that of stoichiometric BaCe$_{0.9}$M$_{0.1}$O$_{3−δ}$ (blue curves), where M = Dy, Gd, Sm, Y.
compares the impedance results between $\text{BaCe}_0.9\text{M}_0.1\text{O}_3-\delta$ and $\text{Ba}_0.95\text{Ce}_0.9\text{M}_0.1\text{O}_3-\delta$. The diameter of the second arc in each $\text{Ba}_0.95\text{Ce}_0.9\text{M}_0.1\text{O}_3-\delta$ (red curves) is much smaller than that in $\text{BaCe}_0.9\text{M}_0.1\text{O}_3-\delta$ (blue curves) in the Nyquist plots, directly indicating significantly lower grain-boundary impedance in all the Ba-deficient samples. We also verified an additional reduction of the grain-boundary impedance when a higher doping concentration, 15%, of acceptors was introduced in Ba-deficient samples of $\text{Ba}_0.95\text{Ce}_0.85\text{M}_{0.15}\text{O}_3-\delta$ (see Figure S7).

For the second experimental approach, we postannealed the 1400 °C-sintered samples of $\text{BaCe}_0.9\text{M}_0.1\text{O}_3-\delta$ at a much lower temperature, 1150 °C, for a long period of time, 100 h. Figure 4a shows grain boundaries connected by a triple junction in postannealed $\text{BaCe}_0.9\text{Dy}_0.1\text{O}_3-\delta$. As provided in the enlargements in Figure 4b for the grain boundaries of GB1 and GB2, most intergranular phases were identified to become much thinner, compared with those shown in Figure 1. The presence of a few-nanometer-thick residual amorphous layers implies that the overall sample has not reached the BaO–BaCeO$_3$ two-phase equilibrium due to much sluggish kinetics at the comparatively low postannealing temperature. Nevertheless, as directly compared in Figure 4c, the grain-boundary impedance of each sample is demonstrated to be significantly lower after postannealing (orange curves). In accord with the first approach, this second method thus provides consistent and compelling evidence for a correlation between the suppression of Ba-rich intergranular amorphous phases and the critical reduction of grain-boundary impedance. To provide statistical information, the thickness of an intergranular phase in Dy-doped samples was measured at approximately 30–100 grain boundaries in each of the $\text{BaCe}_0.9\text{Dy}_0.1\text{O}_3-\delta$, $\text{Ba}_{0.95}\text{Ce}_{0.89}\text{Dy}_{0.1}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$, and postannealed $\text{BaCe}_0.9\text{Dy}_{0.1}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ specimens during the STEM analysis. Much thinner intergranular amorphous phases (3 nm in average thickness) by postannealing are clearly verified in a series of bar graphs in Figure S8.

To examine the influence of intergranular amorphous phases on the activation energies of ionic migration, we measured the variation of proton conductivity as a function of temperature. Figure 5 shows the Arrhenius-type plots of sintered samples with and without intergranular phases controlled by the Ba nonstoichiometry, as demonstrated in the first approach. Not only showing the enhancement of the conductivity, each of the $\text{Ba}_{0.95}\text{Ce}_{0.89}\text{M}_{0.11}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ samples without intergranular phases coherently exhibits a notable decrement in the activation energy. Therefore, along with the two sets of experimental results in Figures 3 and 4, the lower activation barrier revealed in the $\text{Ba}_{0.95}\text{Ce}_{0.89}\text{M}_{0.11}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ samples strongly supports the significance of controlling the intergranular phases in
BaCeO$_3$-based polycrystals to attain low impedance for easier proton conduction. Additional impedance measurements without protons by hydration were carried out to verify the electronic contribution is negligible and thus the overall conduction is based on the proton ions (see Figure S10).

We identified completely different fracture behavior depending on whether an intergranular amorphous phase is present at grain boundaries. As compared in Figure 6a by the example of Dy-doped samples, a well-developed grain structure is easily observed on the fractured surface in BaCe$_{0.9}$M$_{0.1}$O$_{3-δ}$ (left), whereas it is not possible to discriminate each of the grain boundaries in the microstructure of Ba-deficient Ba$_{0.95}$Ce$_{0.9}$M$_{0.1}$O$_{3-δ}$ (right). This typical difference in fracture morphology directly indicates that the fracture preferentially takes place along the intergranular amorphous phase at grain boundaries in BaCe$_{0.9}$M$_{0.1}$O$_{3-δ}$ in contrast to the transgranular random fracturing in Ba-deficient Ba$_{0.95}$Ce$_{0.9}$M$_{0.1}$O$_{3-δ}$ (see Figure S11 for schematic illustrations describing the two different fracture modes). As a result, a much weaker bonding state in the grain-boundary amorphous phase than that in the crystalline grains is reasonably inferred.

In addition to the mechanical fragility, the intergranular amorphous phase was found to be significantly reactive with water and CO$_2$. For a more realistic comparison, sintered polycrystalline pellets with a sufficiently high relative density (>98%) were used in the chemical stability tests. Figure 6b shows the optical micrographs of sintered BaCe$_{0.9}$Dy$_{0.1}$O$_{3-δ}$ (left) and Ba-deficient Ba$_{0.95}$Ce$_{0.9}$Dy$_{0.1}$O$_{3-δ}$ (right) after each sample is submerged in water at 90 °C. While a remarkable collapse of sintered microstructure and subsequent decomposition into BaCO$_3$ and Ba(OH)$_2$·H$_2$O can be found in BaCe$_{0.9}$Dy$_{0.1}$O$_{3-δ}$ (left) after 3 h, the initial shape of the sintered pellet is notably preserved for a much longer time (>13 h) without substantial decomposition in Ba$_{0.95}$Ce$_{0.9}$Dy$_{0.1}$O$_{3-δ}$ (right) (see Figure S12 for the time-dependent morphology variations of a sintered sample). A consistent comparison of morphology variations between BaCe$_{0.9}$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{3-δ}$ and Ba$_{0.95}$Ce$_{0.9}$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{3-δ}$ is also demonstrated in Figure S13, to verify the noticeable durability of the Ba-deficient samples (see all the X-ray diffraction results for the crushed samples after the reaction with water in Figure S14 as well as the X-ray diffraction pattern of the decomposed phases in Figure S15).

Improved resistance behavior against decomposition was also consistently observed during the reaction with CO$_2$ at 600 °C for 24 h, demonstrating the crucial advantage of the intergranular-phase-free polycrystals for better chemical durability. As represented in the scanning electron micrographs in Figure S16 in Supporting Information, the decomposed surface layer is significantly reduced to less than two microns in the Ba-deficient sample (right). On the basis of the results of these sets of experiments shown in Figure 6b and Figure S16, suppressing the remarkably reactive intergranular amorphous phases is critical to preventing the serious penetration of gas molecules along grain boundaries and thereby the rapid
collapse of the sintered microstructure. Figure 6c presents schematic illustrations showing the role of a grain-boundary phase as a reactive path in the structural failure of dense polycrystals by moisture and CO₂ gases. Although the reaction at the topmost surface is unavoidable, the highly densified microstructure without intergranular amorphous phases provides the significant advantage of chemical stability as well as proton conduction, as depicted in the illustrations.

The findings in this work have several noteworthy implications regarding the fabrication and stability of BaCeO₃ polycrystals. First, our study demonstrates that highly dense polycrystalline BaCeO₃ (even >99% in relative density) free of grain-boundary phases can be easily fabricated by conventional sintering at 1350–1400 °C, which is far below the sintering temperatures (>1600 °C) of BaZrO₃ without any sintering additives (see Table S1 in Supporting Information). Although overall densification appears to be achieved more easily in the stoichiometric BaCe₀.9M₀.1O₃−δ samples, presumably due to the liquid-phase-assisted sintering behavior, the Ba-deficient Ba₀.95Ce₀.9M₀.1O₃−δ samples show sufficiently high values of relative density (up to 99.4%) when sintered at 1400 °C (see Table S1 for comparison). More importantly, as readily found in the previous literature, completely different conductivity values and inconsistent behavior are identified, strongly depending on the type of acceptor dopant and the processing conditions. In contrast, as demonstrated in Figure S17, regardless of the composition of the dopant used in this study, our Ba-deficient Ba₀.95Ce₀.9M₀.1O₃−δ samples free of intergranular phases are noted to consistently show nearly the same values of proton conductivity (1.6 × 10⁻² S/cm at 600 °C and 0.9 × 10⁻² S/cm at 500 °C on average). It should be noted that these values are also comparable to those of highly-conductivity BaCeO₃-based polycrystalline perovskites, even though the grain size of our samples is much smaller (~0.5 μm) than the size (3–15 μm) reported in previous studies (see the information in Figure S17 for details). Consequently, in terms of achieving better proton conduction in BaCeO₃, the suppression of intergranular-phase formation at grain boundaries is likely to be much more influential than the selection of an appropriate acceptor.

As previously reported, proton conduction in perovskite oxides is based on two principal processes: rotational diffusion of protons around oxygen and proton transfer between oxygen anions. According to a previous molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, the activation energy of the proton transfer is much larger than that of the rotational diffusion, indicating that the transfer between oxygens is a rate-limiting step for proton conduction. As grain-boundary regions are highly disordered with a relatively low density, the O–O geometry having an irregularly longer distance is inevitably present at grain boundaries, thereby making the proton transfer more difficult. If an intergranular amorphous phase exists, proton transfer is likely to be hindered from this random O–O geometry much more frequently. Note that an MD simulation on the basis of the reactive force field consistently demonstrated this grain-boundary blocking effect against rapid proton conduction in Y-doped BaZrO₃. In this regard, the intergranular amorphous phases at grain boundaries should be suppressed to achieve better conduction performance.

Our work demonstrates that structural control of grain boundaries has a notable influence on the overall proton conduction in polycrystalline BaCeO₃, in addition to the space charge effect in the grain-boundary regions. Recent reports on different perovskite oxide, (Ca₁/₄Cu₃/₄)TiO₃, have shown that the space charge and relevant dopant segregation at interfaces are remarkably insensitive to the type of interfaces. In particular, regardless of whether an intergranular phase exists at grain boundaries or not, nearly identical grain-boundary core structure and the same dopant segregation behavior driven by the space charge were identified at an atomic scale. The space charge distribution in grain-boundary regions in the samples in our study thus does not appear to vary by the presence/absence of intergranular amorphous phases.

Most previous investigations on the decomposition of BaCeO₃ focused on small particles with high surface area under unrealistically extreme environments in order for the decomposition reactions to occur within a short period of time. However, based on previous thermochemical calculations and experimental results, moisture does not appear to affect the chemical stability above ~400 °C, as the formation of Ba(OH)₂ is energetically unfavorable at elevated temperature. In addition, an earlier notable demonstration regarding the long-term stability of Sm-doped BaCeO₃ showed that there was no significant electrolyte degradation during fuel cell operation in 8% CO₂ + 92% H₂ fuel gas at 800 °C for several months. Therefore, if sufficiently densified polycrystals without grain-boundary amorphous phases are provided along with a proper electrode coating, we believe that BaCeO₃ can be a suitable solid-state ceramic membrane offering sufficiently high ionic conduction together with structural sustainability at intermediate temperatures.

In conclusion, the present study has systematically elucidated the strong correlation between the formation of intergranular amorphous phases and the enhancement of proton conduction with improved chemical stability in perovskite BaCeO₃. Revealing the presence of an intergranular amorphous phase at grain boundaries, our work demonstrated that the nanoscale grain-boundary secondary phase was not only a major obstacle to rapid proton conduction but also a serious penetration path for H₂O and CO₂ gas molecules facilitating chemical decomposition. Therefore, the fabrication of highly densified polycrystals without the formation of intergranular amorphous phases is of major significance to achieve better ionic transport and microstructural durability in proton-conducting BaCeO₃.
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